
Communications Exercises
Successfully messaging your company’s mission 
is the starting point for all external 
communications. 
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STRENGTHS

+ Two trusted brands with strong community and only 
20% overlap means growth

+ Alignment on goals/mission

+ Industry-leading technology

+ Large, existing install base

+ Successful history of partnerships

OPPORTUNITIES

+ EV industry growth in key areas (Volt, Tesla, Leaf)

+ Attention from major auto brands (Mercedes)

+ Unified resources/data

+ Mobile, cap-light technology has strong advantage

+ Potential growth beyond EV market; ability to be a thought 
leader in vehicle/EV innovation

WEAKNESSES
+No new brand to rely on and message through

+No news to support merger announcement

+Not clear how to join products/site

+Despite merger, still a small company

+Challenges with multiple audiences

THREATS

+ EV industry particularly volatile 

+ Market competition increasing 

+ Customers control their own announcements and news



POSITIONING STATEMENT

For:                                                                             (target audience)

In need of:                                                                 (customer need)

Company Name:                           (brand)

Is:                                                                           (competitive framework)

That:                                                                           (value proposition)

The reason is:                                                            (reason to believe)



POSITIONING STATEMENT

For:  a plug-in community - including drivers and industry  (target audience)

In need of: tools and information to improve the plug-in driving experience 
(customer need)

Company Name:  XXXXXXX (brand)

Is: mobile technology & services company (competitive framework)

That: provides social driving tools and (consumer) intelligence (value 
proposition)

The reason is: to support adoption and growth of plug-in mobility (reason to 
believe)



Positioning 
Statement

Key Messages 
(Core Benefits)

(Corporate Strength) (Technology Strength) (Industry Opportunity)

 

(Power of Team, 
Investors, Etc.) 

Proof Points



Positioning 
Statement

For a plug-in community including drivers and industry, in need of tools and 
information to improve the plug-in driving experience, we are a software 
technology company that provides social, data-rich informatics and industry 
intelligence in order to support the adoption and escalation of plug-in mobility.

Key Messages 
(Core Benefits)

(Merger)

Bigger, better

(Technology)

Cleanweb software 
supporting plug-in 
adoption

(Industry)

 Keystone of plug-in 
consumer and industry

(Depth and breadth) 
Everything plug-in

Proof Points
•Same focus, broader 
reach
•Seize more opportunities
•More than spreadsheet 
synergy
•Team dynamics

•Best tech for auto 
manufacturers
•Open and sharing
•Generates valuable data
•100k cars
•20k stations
•2 top apps
•On most platform

•Fixes an infrastructure 
problem
•Plug-in crowdsourcing 
Informs innovation
•“smart charging” 
supports grid
•Fleet solutions
•Offerings free to 
consumers
•Largest auto companies 
are customers

•Phone to wheel
•Vertical integration
•Innovation and 
information



THANK YOU


